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ABSTRACT 

In this brief paper, I will first review the free Merge system Chomsky (2013) 

proposes. Then, I will pick up Nagamori's (2020) analysis on multiple Case 

licensing, which makes most of the free Merge system. However, I will point out 

that there appear to be some problems in Nagamori's approach by showing some 

flaws of account for the derivation of the phenomena as to super-raising and subject 

raising. Although I have no tenable answers, I want to indicate the way to the 

solution. 
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1. Merge is Merge, Whether Internal or External 

One of the most interesting, all the more complicated, assumptions Chomsky (2013) proposes is that 

Merge applies freely; that is, Merge should apply with no reason/motivation, whether it is Internal 

Merge (IM), which has been regarded as "movement," or is External Merge (EM), which has been 

regarded as "Lexical Insertion." As Epstein et. al. (2014) point out, "Merge, by hypothesis, is no 

longer operating in order to create a configuration that allows interface-illegitimate features to be 

checked; it is not "purposeful" in the sense of early Minimalism in that it is no longer driven by 

convergence conditions ( e.g., the valuation of <p-features or Case features)." (Epstein et. al. (2014: 463-

464)) 

For example, Chomsky (2000, 2001) account for the wh-movement as follows 1. 

(1) I wonder [cP C[uwh][EPP] [TP Mary bought what[iwh][uQJ]] 

In (1 ), the wh-phrase what has the interpretable wh-feature and the uninterpretable Q feature. On the 

other hand, the head C has the uninterpretable wh-feature and EPP feature. Thus, all of the 

uninterpretable features in this derivation should be checked off before Spell-Out/Transfer. How 

should the uninterpretable features be checked off? By movement of what into SpecCP. In (1), as 

1 In this paper, I will ignore the vP Phase for ease of discussion, which would not affect the current analysis. 
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to the wh-feature, what and C are involved in the feature-checking relation via operation Agree. The 

uninterpretable Q feature is checked off as a reflex of the feature-checking relation, which happens 

after movement of what to SpecCP. 

(2) I wonder [cP wha~ C~ [TP Mary bought fi]] 

However, in the recent Minimalism, there is no reason to "move" any element, so an element 

"moves" because it can, not it must. In this regard, the notion of Last Resort has been abandoned in 

that the uninterpretable/unvalued features do not function as the driving force of (or reason for) 

movement2• 

2. Multiple Case Licensing: Nagamori (2020) 

Making use of free Merge, Nagamori (2020) presents a very interesting analysis. That is, a nominal 

phrase which has been already Case-checked/valued can move further and can check/value another 

Case, since under the current analysis IM can occur "as long as [ a nominal phrase] is in narrow syntax" 

(Nagamori 2020). More precisely, Nagamori argues that as long as the Case feature of a nominal 

phrase escapes Transfer (by moving to the edge of a phase to avoid the PI C effect) and is still in narrow 

syntax, it remains active and retains its ability to receive another Case value via further Agree3• 

2 Kunio Kinjo (personal communication) pointed out to me that the Labeling Algorism may work indirectly as Last 
Resort. If any labeling is not determined, the derivation should crush. To identify the label, Chomsky (2013) 
assumes that labeling is just "minimal search," and that minimal search operates to find the label as follows. 

a. Suppose SO = {H, XP}, H a head and XP not a head. Then minimal search will select H as the label, and the 
usual procedures of interpretation at the interfaces can proceed. 

b. Suppose SO= {XP, YP}, neither a head. Here minimal search is ambiguous, locating the heads X, Y ofXP, 
YP, respectively. There are, then, two ways in which SO can be labeled: (A) modify SO so that there is only 
one visible head, or (B) X and Y are identical in a relevant respect, providing the same label, which can be 
taken as the label of the SO. 

For example, in the configuration {NP, {v, NP}}, minimal search is ambiguous, locating two relevant heads, N and 
v, violating Full Interpretation if objects are left as they are. In such a case, by raising NP to a higher position (b(A)), 
yielding the configuration {NP, {T, {NP, v, VP}}}}, the label of {NP, {v, NP}} can be identified as v. Thus, raising 
(movement) of NP makes the identification of the label possible. In this sense, movement to identify the label may 
function as Last Resort, but even when no label is determined derivation proceeds until the phase is formed, and no 
labeling just undermines the derivation. Therefore, it can be said that Last Resort has been abandoned in the recent 
Minimalism. 
3 As Nagamori (2020) points out, there are three possibilities for the multiply-received Case values to be realized, 
which differs language to language. 

(i) Case2+Gase1.: The last Case value received is realized morphologically. 

Niuean, as shown in (3) 

(ii) ~+Case1: The.first Case value received is realized morphologically. 

Tsez (Polinsky and Potsdam (2002)) 

<kid;> [kid-ba; ziya b-isr-a] y-oq-si 

girl.II.Abs girl.II-Erg cow.III.Abs III-feed-INF 11-begin-Evid 

'The girl began to feed the cow.' 
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(3) a. Teitei ke fakatau [e Sione] taha fale. 

nearly SUBJNCT buy Erg Sione one house 

'It nearly happened that Sione bought a house.' 

b. Teitei [a Sione]i ke fakatau ti taha fale. 

nearly Abs Sione SUBJNCT buy one house 

'Si one nearly bought a house.' (Bejar and Massam (1999)) 

In (3a), a nominal phrase Sione in the embedded clause has its Case feature checked/valued as Erg, 

then it moves to the matrix clause, where it has its Case feature re-checked/re-valued as Abs. 

Nagamori argues that Sione first moves to the embedded SpecCP to avoid the PIC effect, which means 

it is still active in narrow syntax, so that it retains its ability to receive another Case value via further 

Agree. Note here that there is nothing to prevent Sione from moving to the embedded SpecCP, since 

movement ( or IM) applies freely. 

3. Problem 

Here is the gist ofNagamori's (2020) proposals: a nominal phrase can be active (or can be a candidate 

for further Agree/Minimal Search) even if it has already had its Case feature checked/valued as long 

as it is in narrow syntax via movement (or IM) to the edge of the phase, which should apply freely. 

His argument is very interesting to pursue, but it appears to impose some essential problems. Below 

I will point out two phenomena which would cast doubt on Nagamori's analysis. 

3.1 Super-Raising 

(4) a. Trinitm seems [ti to win] 

b. * Trinitm seems [that ti is certain [ti to win]] 

In (4a), the embedded subject Trinita moves (or IM) into the matrix subject position, where it has its 

Case feature checked/valued as Norn. On the other hand, in ( 4b ), even though Trinita moves into the 

matrix subject position, where it has its Case feature checked/valued, the sentence is ungrammatical. 

It has been argued that the ungrammaticality of the cases like ( 4b) is due to the fact that the most deeply 

embedded subject skips the possible landing site, i.e. the intermediate subject position, on the way to 

(iii) Case2+Case1: All the Case values received are realized morphologically. 
Korean (Levin (2017)) 

a. Cheli-hanthey-ka ton-i isse. 
Cheli-DAT-NOM mobey-NOM have 
'Cheli has money.' 

b. Swunhi-ka Yenghi-hanthey-lul chayk-ul cwuesse. 
Swunhi-NOM Yenghi-DAT-ACC book-ACC gave 
'Swunhi gave Yenghi the book.' 
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the matrix subject position, since the position is already filled with another subject, which violates the 

locality condition on movement. More recently, Chomsky (2000) argues that, when the matrix T 

probes its matching goal, the intermediate subject intervenes the probe-goal relation between matrix T 

and the most deeply embedded subject, which is called the Defective Intervention Constraint (cf. 

Hiraiwa (2001)). This is schematized as follows. 

( 5) The Defective Intervention Constraint 

a>l3>y 

j 
(* AGREE ( a, y), a is a probe and 13 is a matching goal, and 13 is inactive due to a prior Agree with 

some other probe.) (Hiraiwa (2001 )) 

In this respect, the ungrammaticality of ( 4b) can be easily accounted for. 

(6) Ta seems [that llJ3 is certain [Trinitay to win]] 

j 
In (6), the matrix T (= a in (5)) tries to probe its matching goal, the most deeply embedded subject 

Trinita (= y). However, in (6) the intermediate subject it (= 13), whose Case feature has already 

checked/valued, functions as the obstacle to establish the probe-goal relation between a and y. Since 

the establishment of the probe-goal relation is the prerequisite for movement, the most deeply 

embedded subject cannot move to the matrix subject position. Thus, in the early Minimalism, why 

super-raising is prohibited can be accounted for. 

However, under the recent Minimalism, in particular under the free Merge system along with 

Nagamori's (2020) approach, how super-raising should be prohibited appears to become unclear. 

(7) Trinitm seems [er ti that ti is certain [li to win]] 

In (7), under the free Merge system, it should be allowed that the most deeply embedded subject Trinita 

first moves (or IM) to the embedded SpecCP to avoid the PIC effect, resulting in being still active in 

narrow syntax. Recall that there should be nothing to prevent Trinita from moving to the embedded 

SpecCP skipping over the intermediate subject it, since movement (IM) should apply freely, as long 

as it can. 

Then, since Trinita in the embedded SpecCP in (7) is still active in narrow syntax, if we adopt 

Nagamori's (2020) assumptions, it could be probed by the matrix T and it could move to the matrix 

subject position, where it should have its Case feature checked/valued. 

However, as ( 4b) indicates, the derivation in (7) should be ruled out. Then, there is an obvious 

question: how should the derivation in (7) be ruled out? All operations appear to obey the 
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assumptions Chomsky (2013) and Nagamori (2020) proposes. But the very fact that (7) (or (4b)) is 

ungrammatical has to be accounted for in some way. 

3.2 Subject Raising 

More simply, Nagamori's (2020) approach may mistakenly rule in such example as in (8b). 

(8) a. It seems that John is smart. 

b. * Johm seems that ti is smart. 

(9) Johni seems [cP ti that ti is smart] 

Under Nagamori's (2020) analysis, the embedded subject, which has its Case feature checked/valued 

at that position, could move into the embedded SpecCP to avoid the PIC effect, and since it becomes 

still active in narrow syntax, it could be probed by the Matrix T and move into the matrix subject 

position. However, as (8b) indicates, the derivation in (9) should be prohibited. Then, there arises 

the same question: how should the derivation in (9) be ruled out4? 

4. How to be solved? 

Unfortunately, I have no idea how to solve these questions for now. However, the roadmap to the 

solution may appear rather clear: there would be something wrong either with the free Merge system 

or with Nagamori's (2020) approach. In particular, I wonder whether the movement (IM) to avoid 

the PIC effect should be permitted so freely as Nagamori (2020) assumes. That is, I believe that even 

if movement (IM) is assumed to apply freely, Nagamori's (2020) proposals on movement to avoid the 

PIC effect may overgenerate undesirable sentences. Therefore, from now on, I would like to pursue 

how Nagamori's (2020) approach should be modified in order to account for the ungrammaticality 

shown in ( 4b) or in (8b ). 
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